McGOVERN DENIES GAY RIGHTS STATEMENT

The following is a press release from the Portland, Ore. FOUNTAIN (FOP), a gay newspaper:

At an October 13 press conference in Portland, Oregon, Democratic Presidential candidate George Mc Govern emphatically disavowed the so-called homosexual civil rights statement issued throughout the country by his campaign offices. Shortly after McGovern had finished putting the blame for the Watergate incident on the country by his campaign offices in New York and California released in your name a comprehensive statement on homosexual civil rights, I have here a copy that was cleared by me, and I'm not going to take responsibility for either of those statements. I can't possibly ride hard on all those statements. Now, we have volunteer committees that are working on behalf of me all over the country that have issued statements, I can't possibly believe in discrimination against people on grounds of sex, and that's as far as I'm going to carry the issue. (See pg. 4)

Halloween!
There are a few City Bullet Provisions I would like to call to your attention:

**PROPOSITION IV:** Increases police Narcotics Bureau budget from $50,000 to $75,000, mainly to pay for more narcotics officers, printing, travel expenses, and other expenses involved in enforcing the law.

**PROPOSITION I:** Increases police Narcotics Bureau budget from $50,000 to $75,000, mainly to pay for more narcotics officers, printing, travel expenses, and other expenses involved in enforcing the law.

**POLICY CHOICE 2:** There are many plans offered to elect our Supervisors. The first plan is to elect one Supervisor at large as done now. The second plan is to elect all by district, or half and half. The third plan is to elect one Supervisor at large, while still forcing every citizen to have his/her own Supervisor to turn to for problems. The fourth plan is to elect a gay person as Supervisor, while still forcing every citizen to have his/her own Supervisor to turn to for problems.

**DEFICIT**

Your Halloween Co-Hostesses Will WELCOME You

Johnny's Legislative Assistant for San Francisco

**HALLQWEEN BUSES WELCOME**

MOVIES FOR THE BEST COSTUME

**NOTE:** Since the Corpus will be in the store, all Gay Boys are in the store, and all Gay Girls are in the store.

Johnny

San Francisco
Dear Frank,

My family and I just wanted to thank you. An older friend of mine just sent me a copy of "VECTOR" and I was touched by how much you cared about me and my family. If you need anything, please don't hesitate to ask.

Sincerely,
[Name]
**HALLOWEEN**

*GLORIOUS WITH PRIZES!
Bitches Xmas at Club* 

Placing Events? Call...

**THE RAMROD**

**THE GREAT RIP-OFF**

**Goldie**

*Now Showing*

**KALENDAR OCT - NOV.**

**KALENDAR DEADLINE**

**REGIONAL**

**EVERY SATURDAY**

**EVERY SUNDAY**

**10th annual Halloween Ball at Club Bonaventura**

**6th Anniversary Ball with Prizes**

**25th Anniversary Ball at Club Rendezvous**

**7th Anniversary Ball with Prizes**

**5th Anniversary Ball with Prizes**

**4th Anniversary Ball with Prizes**

**3rd Anniversary Ball with Prizes**

**2nd Anniversary Ball with Prizes**

**1st Anniversary Ball with Prizes**

**BUSES WELCOME**

**THE ROUNDUP**

*This film breaks all the stereotypes!*

The Gay Theatre

**OPEN 24 HOURS NIGHTLY**

**THE NEW BACHELOR QUARTERS BATHS**

**GET MOLDED ON OUR NEW MACHINE**

**24 HOURS OF LUXURY**

994 University Ave. At Bayside Freeway

Palo Alto, Calif. (415) 325-7757

**GOLDEN'S**

FOX AT WASHINGTON ST.

**THE ROUNDUP**

298 6th St.

Corner of Fillmore & 6th St.

863-3628

Pin the Cock

on Bart Reynolds

Curry early—Stay late

Dildoe Bobbing

GAMES, PRIZES

Halloween—Tuesday
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For free info on how to get this magazine and many others, call 776-9720. (K22)

DON'T MESS WITH THE KOWTOW!

If you want to be on the Cutting Edge, you need to know what's going on in the world of fashion. And that's where you come in.

At Groolady, we specialize in bringing you the latest trends in clothing, beauty, and lifestyle. Our team of experts scours the globe for the hottest new looks, and we're here to share them with you.

So why wait? Call us now at 776-9720 and get on the Cutting Edge of fashion today!
VOLUME I ISSUE K21 NOVEMBER 8, 1972

This issue, I will begin my bar coverage of the Tenderloin District with Jackie D’s, as everyone will write-up on all the bars in the area. Some bars were impassable while others showed no impact or interest at all. Thank goodness for Jackie D’s, as of this writing, is up and running for Empress this year? Ronnie is definitely keeping the Fickle Fox, Mike and Ronnie nicely done and has made this a very warm bar. Mike and Ronnie will be leaving Gold Street. To where and the NEW BELL for making this my night, BARKS the loudest will be heard whenever you still are one of the best in the business. My congratulations, by Frank Picha.

Lady Billie

This time, I will begin my bar tour of the Tenderloin District with a write-up on all the bars in the area. Jackie D’s, as everyone will remember as the former S. B. Y., has done a beautiful job of upgrading this area, that prodigiously fine atmosphere was strongly for Senator Marks. MAJORS’s championed the acceptance speech. He extended his thanks to the entire gay community, both Republicans and Democrats, who voted on his courage and he’s the first gay candidate to continue to represent San Francisco. "They are my heart and soul."

Tom Bates, in the first key, strongly supported by gays, easily won his supervisory race. The Dukakis and Bush races, in the half-way point, were much closer than expected. Dukakis, to the surprise of most, John Burton and Willie Brown were re-elected without much opposition. Some propositions of interest were: Proposition 19, the personal use of marijuana, scored a victory over Gov. Reagan, strongly supported by gays, easily passed. Privacy is now a guaranteed right of Californians. It laid the groundwork for the people, the people stand up to the medical issues of the obscenity propositions. The draft and freedom of speech will be decided, but, from the vote. 20 phone lines were used to assist the precinct walkers in getting out the vote. Preliminary checks show it was shown that they did deliver the vote... 30 phone lines were used to assist the precinct walkers in getting out the vote. Preliminary checks show the vote. 20 phone lines were used to assist the precinct walkers in getting out the vote.

Some important city propositions to look for results on are: E, open personal use of marijuana. Proposition 25, the people, the people stand up to the medical issues of the obscenity propositions. The draft and freedom of speech will be decided, but, from the vote. 20 phone lines were used to assist the precinct walkers in getting out the vote.

Some important city propositions to look for results on are: E, open personal use of marijuana. Proposition 25, the people, the people stand up to the medical issues of the obscenity propositions. The draft and freedom of speech will be decided, but, from the vote. 20 phone lines were used to assist the precinct walkers in getting out the vote. Preliminary checks show the vote. 20 phone lines were used to assist the precinct walkers in getting out the vote.
Cocktail Hour
4:30-7pm Monday & Friday

THE MANHANDLER

presents

"SEX"

A SPECIAL HALLOWEEN SHOW
featuring

Paul Venterstine & Company

CONTINUOUS FROM 9 PM to 2 AM

TRYOUT NIGHT
Every Tuesday 9-2am
(CASH PRIZES)

668-7655

1840 HAIGHT ST
DANCING NIGHTLY

to Tape & Juke Box

GO GO BOYS